This paper introduces a suite of approaches and measures to study the impact of co-authorship teams based on the number of publications and their citations on a local and global scale. In particular, we present a novel weighted graph representation that encodes coupled author-paper networks as a weighted co-authorship graph. This weighted graph representation is applied to a dataset that captures the emergence of a new field of science and comprises 614 papers published by 1,036 unique authors between 1974 and 2004. In order to characterize the properties and evolution of this field we first use four different measures of centrality to identify the impact of authors. A global statistical analysis is performed to characterize the distribution of paper production and paper citations and its correlation with the co-authorship team size. The size of co-authorship clusters over time is examined. Finally, a novel local, author-centered measure based on entropy is applied to determine the global evolution of the field and the identification of the contribution of a single author's impact across all of its co-authorship relations. A visualization of the growth of the weighted co-author network and the results obtained from the statistical analysis indicate a drift towards a more cooperative, global collaboration process as the main drive in the production of scientific knowledge.
Introduction
Work dating back to the ancient Greeks argues that humanity can be seen as a complex social system or superorganism. In this perspective, people are viewed as analogous to nerve cells that are interconnected by communication channels, collectively forming a 'global brain' 1 . By adopting this philosophy one is led to believe -and hope, given the nearly constant human cognitive abilities -that there is a general trend towards the formation of a more global knowledge production and consumption dynamics exploiting the integration of social systems in concert with technological and biological systems. This paper presents a suite of approaches and measures aimed at the quantitative study of the evolution of scientific co-authorship teams into tightly coupled global networks. The approaches and measures are applied to study the emergence of a 'global brain' in a comprehensive scholarly publication dataset witnessing the evolution of a new scientific field. In particular, we focus our attention on the study of successful co-authorship teams, where by success we refer to the impact of the collaboration as measured in terms of the number of publications and the relative number of citations received by each produced paper. Our aim is the discrimination between two different scenarios; a first one in which scientific progress is driven by the brilliance of a few single authors and a second one in which the collective knowledge consumption and production is mainly pushed forward by author teams and their complex set of interactions. Note that author teams refer to sets of authors that collaborated on diverse papers in different combinations.
In order to quantitatively scrutinize those two possibilities, section 2 presents a novel weighted graph representation which represents co-authorship relations as well as the number of produced papers and attracted citations. Section 3 introduces a publication dataset comprising 614 papers published in the area of information visualization by 1,036 unique authors between 1974 and 2004. The weighted graph representation is applied to encode the co-authorship relations in this dataset as well as their impact. Section 4 presents a suite of known and novel analysis and visualization techniques that can collectively be applied to study the emergence of a 'global brain'. All techniques are exemplarily applied to analyze and visualize different time slices of the 31-year publication dataset introduced in section 3. The analysis of this particular dataset confirms our hypothesis that a 'global brain' comprised of larger highly successful co-authorship teams is developing. Section 5 summarizes the contributions of this paper and outlines planned future work.
Weighted Graph Representation
An emerging goal of researchers in diverse fields of science is to improve our understanding of the topological, dynamical and organizational properties of social, biological, and technological networks [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Most of those networks do not exist in isolation, but are embedded in a network ecology. Striking examples are provided by paper networks which are created and utilized by authors, food webs that strongly depend on the environmental conditions, and protein interaction networks that are working in concert with many other biological entities. While prior work has begun to analyze and model the formation of co-authorship networks 11, 12 and the major interactions among, e.g., paper and author networks 13 , it is often desirable from an algorithmic point of view to deal with just one network. In general, weighted networks add an extra dimension to network representation since they can be employed to project important features of one network (e.g., the number of papers produced by a co-author team or the number of citations received by a paper) onto a second network (e.g., the network of co-authors that produced the set of papers). These so called weighted graph representations have been used to study airline connection, scientific collaboration, metabolic paths and several other networks 14, 15 . Furthermore, a weighted graph can often be conveniently represented as an un-weighted multigraph and thus standard techniques for un-weighted graphs can be applied 16 .
As an example, Figure 1 shows a coupled author-paper network (left) and one possible weighted graph representation of it (right). The coupled author-paper network has two types of nodes: five authors (blue circles, labeled Author_1-Author_5) and six papers (black triangles, labeled 1-6). It has three types of edges: Papers are linked via directed 'provided input to' edges (in black) that correspond to inverse 'cited by' edges. Authors are connected by undirected co-authorships edges (in blue). Light green directed edges denote the flow of information from papers to authors, and from authors to new papers via 'consumed' (or cited by) and 'produced' (or authored by) relations. Although these 'consumed' and 'produced' edges are not further discussed in this paper they are the only ones that interconnect the co-author and paper-citation networks. Arc directions denote the direction of information flow.
In the example given in Figure 1 (right), paper 1 was authored by author numbers 2, 3 and 4, paper 2 by 1, 3 and 4, paper 3 and 4 by author 2, paper 5 by author 5, and paper 6 by author 2 and 4. Hence there are 5 co-authorship edges. Author 5 has not collaborated so far. Paper 6 cites papers 1 and 2. Note that consumed papers do not need to be cited.
Figure 1 (left) shows the co-author network exclusively. The size of author nodes corresponds to the number of papers the author published. Co-authorship edges are width coded according to the number of co-authorship collaborations. Not depicted is information on the number of citations that papers received. While the number of papers co-authored by a set of authors might well be an indicator of the impact of a coauthorship team, we are interested in studying the impact of co-authorship teams based on the citations that coauthored papers received. Therefore, we define an impact weight via the sum of the normalized impact of the paper(s) that resulted from a co-authorship.
To do so, we make the subsequent assumptions:
• The existence of a paper p is denoted with a unitary weight of 1, representing the production of the paper itself. This way, papers that do not receive any citations do not completely disappear from the network.
•
The impact of a paper grows linearly with the number of citations c p the paper receives.
Single author papers do not contribute to the co-authorship network weight or topology.
The impact generated by a paper is equally shared among all co-authors. 1 The impact of a co-authorship edge can now be defined as the number of papers that were jointly co-authored plus the number of citations acquired by these papers. Formally, the impact weight w ij associated with an edge (i,j) is defined as
, where the index p runs over all papers co-authored by the authors i and j, and n p is the number of authors and c p the number of citations of paper p, respectively. The normalization factor n p (n p -1) ensures that the sum over all the edge weights per author equals the number of citations divided by the number of authors. It is worth remarking that since we are interested in the role of authors and their interaction in the co-authorship networks, only the co-authored papers are considered in the weights calculation. In addition, summing up all the weights in a co-authorship network that were contributed by a paper results in the impact of this paper. For c p =0, the weight w ij is equal to the number of papers normalized by the number of authors. It is important to stress that in our assumption the weights are always symmetric w ij = w ji .
To give an example, for a paper with two authors, the complete impact (1 plus all received citations) goes to one coauthorship edge. For a paper with 3 authors, the impact value is divided by three and added to the weights of three co-authorship edges. For example, Figure 2 (left) shows a scenario where three authors produce a paper that receives two citations. Adding up the two weights (w ij + w ji ) per edge for all edges results in 3 and hence equals the number of citations plus one. Summing up the weights per author results in a weight of one and summing up the weights for all authors results again in a weight of 3. If a paper has four authors, the impact needs to be divided by 6. Weights added by a paper with four authors and Weights added by a paper with three authors no citations: 1+c p = 1, n p (n p -1) = 12, w ij = 1/12 and two citations: 1+c p = 3, n p (n p -1) = 6, w ij = 1/2
Author 2
It is worth remarking that in previous complex networks studies 17 a different weight has been used to weight coauthorship networks edges. These studies focused on an evaluation of the strength of the connection in terms of the continuity and time share of the collaboration. Our focus is on the productivity (number of papers) and the impact (number of papers and citations) of the collaboration. Moreover, prior work in information science 18 has considered and contrasted three different approaches to allocating citational credit: only the first author receives credit, each author receives full credit, and fractions are awarded to each co-author. To our knowledge, we are the first to suggest that citational credit should be awarded to co-author relations so that the collective success of co-authorship teamsas opposed to the success of single authors -can be studied.
The InfoVis Contest Dataset
To study the structure and evolution of successful co-author teams we use the InfoVis Contest 2004 dataset. Interestingly, the ACM library does cover a steadily increasing amount of InfoVis papers from 1974-1996. However, the number of papers captured (or retrieved) in later years, 1997-2004, is steadily decreasing which might be due to alternative publication venues. For each paper published in a given year, the number of references made in the papers to older publications is given as well as the total number of citation counts received by papers published in this year. Younger papers obviously had less time to receive citations. Only withinset paper citations are available to characterize the impact of co-authorships. Citations to papers within the dataset 2 The dataset is documented and available online at http://iv.slis.indiana.edu/ref/iv04contest/. from papers outside of the dataset will be missed. Future work will apply the proposed weighted graph representation and measurement set to larger publication datasets to address this common data coverage issue. Figure 3 (left) also gives information on the number of new unique authors that enter the field each year. Figure 3 (right) provides more details on the size of co-author teams over time. Please note that the dataset was pruned and only statistically significant years in which more than 10 papers were published, i.e., 1988-2002, are shown. Author team sizes that occurred only once are not graphed as, for instance, the 11 and 12 author teams that published in 1995. Values are normalized by total number of articles every year. There seems to be a decrease in the number of papers published by a single author confirming research by Beaver and Rosen 19 on the increase in the number of authors per paper as a field matures and institutionalizes. However, our initial question: "Is scientific progress driven by the brilliance of a few single authors or by effectively collaborating author teams" cannot be answered. 
Weighted Network Analysis & Visualization
This section presents a suite of known and novel measures that can collectively be applied to study the impact of coauthorship teams on a local and global scale. The section starts with a visualization of three time slices of the weighted co-author network to give a birds eye view of its structure and evolution over time. Subsequently, we introduce measures (1) to identify highly productive and influential authors, (2) to analyze co-author degree and strength distributions, (3) to examine the size and distribution of connected components, and (4) to determine the homogeneity of co-authorship weights per author. All measures are exemplified using different subsets of the 31-year citation dataset:
• Three times slices are used for the visualization presented in section 4.1 and measures given in 4.4: papers published from 1974-1984, 1974-1994 and 1974-2004 
Visualization of Network Evolution
To gain a better understanding of the structure and dynamics of co-authorship relations, we plotted the co-author network for three different time slices. In particular, the Kamada and Kawai 20 layout algorithm in the Pajek visualization toolkit 21 was applied to layout the weighted co-author networks for three time slices : 1974-1984, 1974-1994 and 1974-2004 . Nodes are used to represent authors, edges denote co-authorship relations. The node area size reflects the number of single-author and co-authored papers published in the respective time period. Node color indicates the cumulative number of citations received by an author. Hence, large, black-shaded author nodes denote authors that published many highly cited papers. Edge color reflects the year in which the co-authorship was started. Edge width corresponds to the impact weight introduced in the previous section. Thus thick, black-shaded coauthorship edges represent multiple successful co-authorships. Color and size coding of nodes and edges are identical for all three figures as is the placement of author nodes. Figure 4b shows all authors from the 74-94 network that are connected by edges which have a impact weight of equal or more than 1.0. The 74-04 co-author network in Figure 4c shows all authors that are connected by edges which have an impact weight of equal or more than 2.0. That is, a threshold value was applied to the last two time slices to preserve the highest impact edges and to ensure the readability of the graph. Researchers working at Universities, e.g., Shneiderman, show a very different co-authorship pattern in which one high weight node (a professor) is well connected to a large number of lower weight nodes (a steady stream of coming and going students). Shneiderman, Ahlberg and Williamson co-authored five papers, where only one was coauthored by all three of them. These five papers were cited 67 times.
The three time slices show the emergence of a new field of science that grows out of many unconnected or weakly connected (low weight) nodes, merging into multiple connected clusters and finally in an almost fully connected network that essentially accumulates the largest weights. This illustrates the formation of a complex collaboration network where the production of scientific knowledge is driven by the global web of interaction and the emerging paths of communication and collaboration. A note of caution in this interpretation is necessary because of the limited size of the data set. In larger research communities more than one cluster at a time could appear. A more definitive assessment of the present results should be provided for extensive datasets in homogeneous disciplines and subsequently in their global interconnections.
Identification of Highly Productive and Influential Authors
Subsequently, we are interested in identifying the most highly productive and influential authors. Four measures are introduced and contrasted: node degree, citation strength, productivity strength, and betweenness 22 .
The degree k of a node, also called point centrality, equals the number of edges attached to the node. In our case the degree of an author refers to the number of unique co-authors an author has acquired.
A second centrality measure, the citation strength S c of a node i is defined as
The citation strength is growing with the number of papers and citations, providing a quantitative evaluation of the total impact of an author. We obtain a third measure, if we count the number of papers an author team produced but disregard the citations these papers attracted, i.e., c p =0. We call this measure productivity strength . It is worth remarking that both strength definitions considers only co-authored papers since the weights are defined only by the interaction network of coauthored papers. The fourth measure, the betweenness of a node i, is defined to be the fraction of shortest paths between pairs of nodes in the network that pass through i, i.e., the betweenness denotes the extent to which a node (author) lies on the paths between other authors. Table 1 . While several authors are listed in more than one top ten list, their exact placement is rather different. Ben Shneiderman at the University of Maryland appears to be the clear winner according to three of the four measures. Interestingly, the top three author sets are identical for all four measures. However, there are many names that appear in only one top ten list, reflecting the fact that the measures clearly evaluate different qualities of an author. While degree refers to the raw number of collaborators, productivity strength detects authors with the largest number of coauthored papers since the strength is only accounting for coauthored papers. The citation strength, instead, focuses on the number of citations received by the author on coauthored papers, and finally the betweeness selects authors that are very important in connecting different author group and thus act as communication switch. Authors rank differently according to each measure, showing a rich ecology in which each author has a different role and characteristic. Note that a close examination of Figure 4 allows one to confirm the data displayed in Table1. Table 1 . Author ranking based on degree (# co-authors), productivity strength (# produced papers), citation strength (# received citations), and betweenness (# of shortest paths that pass through this author). 
Analysis of Co-Author Degree and Strength Distributions
While the measures discussed in subsection 4.1 provide information about single authors, they fail to capture emergent global network properties. Therefore, an analysis of co-author degree and strength distributions was conducted to analyze the size of the most successful co-author teams over time. Figure 5 shows the resulting distributions for the 1974-1994 and the 1974-2004 time slices. In each graph the cumulative distribution P c (x) is the probability that any given author has a centrality value larger than a given value x. (bottom left), respectively.
As can be seen, the distributions are progressively broadening in time, developing heavy tails. This implies that a high variability of connectivity and impact is setting up in the system. The heavy tails indicate that we are moving from a situation with a few authors of large impact and a majority of peripheral authors to a scenario in which impact is spread over a wide range of values with large fluctuations for the distribution. Indeed, for such a distribution the variance is virtually unbounded indicating extremely large statistical fluctuations. In other words, if one picks up an author at random then it is very likely that we find values of the various measures which are far from the average. Figure 6 plots the publication strength S p and the citation strength S c of authors versus the degree of authors (number of co-authors) for the 74-04 time slice. There are two definite slopes: one for low degrees and another one for high degrees (much faster). This implies that the impact and productivity grows faster for authors with a large number of co-authorships as if a sort of cooperative beneficial effect is reached by larger collaboration groups. For the citation impact graph we see that a few very high degree nodes receive an disproportionately high amount of citations. Closer examination of the data reveals that the three outliers are S._K._Card, J._D._Mackinlay, and B._Shneiderman. 
Examining the Size and Distribution of Connected Components
Next, we measured the relative size of the largest connected component (as the percentage of authors in the graph contained in this component) and of all the other connected components for three time slices. The size of the component is calculated in four different ways: G N is the relative size measured as the percentage of nodes within the largest component. E g is the relative size in terms of edges. G sp is the size measured by the total strength in papers of authors in the largest component. Finally, G sc is the size measured by the relative strength in citations of the authors contained in the largest component. Table 2 shows the steady increase of the giant component in terms of all four measures for the 1974-1994, 1974-1999, and 1974-2004 time slices. It is interesting to note that while the largest component amounts to 20% of the total authors of the network, it accumulates more than 40% of the citation impact. This implies that the emerging connected cluster of authors is able to disproportionately produce more papers and to attract more citations. In order to provide a more thorough representation of the clustering dynamics we show the zipf plot of the relative sizes of the graph components for the 1974-1994 and the 1974-2004 time slices. The zipf plot is obtained by ranking all components of the co-authorship graphs in decreasing order of size and then plotting the size and the corresponding rank of each cluster on a double logarithmic scale. In Figure 7 we show that the largest component is steadily increasing both in size and impact. In fact, all four curves cross, indicating that in general the few best ranked components increase at the expense of the smaller components (clusters) of authors. It is also interesting to note that the second largest component is much smaller than the largest one, pointing to the formation of one dominating cluster of authors which publishes a large number of highly cited papers. 
Determining the Homogeneity of Co-Authorship Weights per Author
Another important issue concerns the inspection of the homogeneity of co-authorship weights per author. We are interested to find out if the impact of an author is spread evenly over all her/his co-authors or if there exist 'high impact co-authorship edges' that act as strong communication channels and high impact collaborations. In particular, we would like to know if the collaboration of authors leads to an impact that goes beyond the sum of the impact of single authors. To answer this question, we apply a novel local entropy-like measure defined as . In Figure 8 we report the entropy spectrum that provides the average entropy for authors with degree k, and allows the discrimination of the impact distribution for authors with different numbers of co-authorships. It is important to note that for all large values of k the entropy is decreasing. This signals that highly connected authors develop a few collaborations that have a very high strength compared to all other edges. These highly productive and high impact co-authorship edges are not homogeneously distributed -a few "synaptic" connections in the global brain are more active and successful than most others. This is also consistent with the distribution of impact weights that exhibit a power law behavior signaling the high heterogeneity of co-authorship impact in the entire system.
Finally, we report in Figure 9 the scatter plot of the citation strength due to collaborations S c and the citation strength due to single authored papers S cs of each author for the 1974-2004 time slice. The single author citation strength is simply obtained by the sum of of single authored papers. Note that the plot reports only authors with both co-authored and single authored papers. It is important to remark that the total impact generated by single author papers is just a few percent of that generated by collaborations and it is decreasing along the years. As expected, it is possible to find a correlation between the two impacts that, however, is not extremely strong. In addition, a best fit provides a functional behavior S ) 1 ( This implies that the impact of co-author teams is not linearly related to the impact of a single author. The sub-linear behavior is most likely due to the fact that authors which are able to produce higher impact single authored papers (e.g., professors) also collaborate with lower impact authors (e.g., students) resulting in a slower increase of the collaboration impact. Hence, while it might be beneficial for high impact authors to publish single author papers, the selfish perspective does not seem to prevail on the cooperative tendency that leads to the development of an increasingly larger co-authorship network.
Summary and Future Work
This paper presented a novel weighted graph representation of coupled networks that can be applied to study the local and global properties of co-authorship networks and to dynamically visualize the changing impact of coauthorship relations. Based on the weighted graph representation we defined diverse measures to determine and contrast the centrality and impact of single authors based on the following measures:
• global co-author degree and strength distributions, • the size of the largest connected component and its growth over time, • the homogeneity of impact weights per author using a novel entropy-like measure, and • the citation strength due to co-authored and single author papers. While it is clear that the scientific impact and influence of a collaboration cannot be measured in terms of papers and citations alone, the developed graph representation and measures allow one to objectively define and measure the impact of co-authorship teams as a partial indicator of their success.
The weighted graph representation and measures were applied to analyze a 31-year publication dataset that captures the emergence of a new field of science. Major results comprise the identification of key authors, a first glimpse of the richness of the co-author ecology in which each author has a different role and characteristics, a change from a situation in which very few authors have high impact to a scenario in which impact is spread over a wide range of impact values, a steady increase of the size of the largest connected component, and an inhomogeneous distribution of high impact edges per author. All these results obtain for this particular dataset point towards the emergence of a 'global brain', i.e., a more interdisciplinary, globally connected science as opposed to science driven by single experts. This is very good news indeed as science driven by single authors will not scale to process, understand and manage the amounts of information and knowledge available today. However, science driven by high impact co-authorship teams will be able to dynamically respond to the increasing demands on information processing and knowledge management.
Future work will apply the proposed weighted graph representation and measurement set to diverse publication datasets. The normalization of citations for young papers is a serious issue for the analysis of recent developments. Issues due to the 'cut' of a dataset (e.g., papers in the very first few years of a dataset receive very few citation edges from papers within the set; citations from outside papers need to be accounted for) need more thorough examination. A closer mathematical and empirical examination of the correlation among the four centrality and impact measures of authors and their relation to prior work in bibliometrics 23, 24 is expected to lead to new insights into the co-authorship dynamics. Last but not least, it will be interesting to study the utility of the proposed graph representation and measures to develop more robust and scalable methods for network pruning and visualization.
